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We write to you at the tail end of a
glorious spring in South Louisiana,
bracing for the mugginess that
will soon descend like a sticky fog.
A local high school teacher once
described the humidity here “like
stepping into a wet dog’s mouth.”
The ancient Romans coined the
term “diēs caniculārēs” or dog
days, to honor the star, Sirius,
affectionately known as the Dog
Star—the shining beacon of the
Canis Major (big dog) constellation. Sirius also heralded the
coming of the floodwaters to the
ancient Egyptians, waters that
would replenish their lands with
fertile silt—sound familiar?
Every year around mid-July, we
get the urge to pack up and move
our family to a more temperate
climate. We can’t take the heat.
But before our bags are packed,
the start of school rolls around and
the routine starts again.
Plotting our escape is part of our
relationship with Louisiana—oh,
we just can’t quit you.

In the spirit of loving Louisiana in
all of its humid glory, we introduce
you to our new mascot: Porch Pup.
Porch Pup is a loyal friend who listens in on all the laughter, gossip,
tears and stories shared on the
porch, not judging or self-serving.
She calls to the North Star with a
howl. The North Star represents
the biggest dream you can think
of. Go ahead and think of it! Big
dreams can be achieved right here
in the parish corner.
No matter how big your dreams
and where they take you, the stars
always shine brighter where your
friends and family await you.
Porch Pup’s loyalty, affinity for lazy
afternoons spent on the porch
and quiet yet attentive nature
captures the mission and vision
of Porch & Parish. And thanks to
the generosity of our Community
Partners, this resource is free to
you - in print, online and in your
headphones. Look for Porch Pup
stickers at your favorite local
businesses. You can support us by
supporting them.
Here’s to our friends & family living
the big muggy dream together.
We hope you and yours have a safe
and fun-filled summer.
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Find My
Human
Grab a pencil and match
these pups with their
humans. Answers are at the
bottom of the page - no peeking!

Lucy & Ellie

Dr. Liz Ezelle
Veterinarian at Plains Vet Hospital

Puddles

Laura–Kate Amrhein
Owner, Sweet Stirrings

Kenny & Hank

Mike & Jen Gennaro
Owners, Porch & Parish

The
Weenie City

Most popular dog
breeds in Zachary,
according to our poll:

1. Dachsund
2. Labrador
3.Doodle
Rudy Riche

ANSWERS: Liz Ezelle - Kenny & Hank ; Laura-Kate Amrhein - Lucy & Ellie;
Mike & Jen Gennaro - Puddles
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SUmmer Camp

Roundup

Whether your kids are interested
in the great outdoors, art, dance,
CrossFit or karate, there’s a summer camp for that! We got the
scoop on local summer camps so
you don’t have to!
Visit porchandparish.com or scan
the QR code on the next page to
see the full roundup. There you
will find additional information
on each camp, including pricing,
location, and links to sign up.
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Zachary Cheer Athletics
Ages 3+
All Things Cheer
June 6 - 10
June 27 - July 1
Heroes Unite!
June 13 - 17
July 18 - 22
Sports Camp
June 20 - 24
July 5 - 8
Princess Camp
July 11 - 15
July 25 - 29
Molly Myers Dance Academy
Ages 3+
Disney Mania
July 11 - 15
Zachary Martial Arts
Ages 6+
ATA Summer Camp
June 20 - 24

CrossFit Zachary
Ages 10 - 14
Kids Sports Performance Camps
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
10:15 - 11:15
May 31 - June 9
June 21 - July 10
BREC
Ages Vary
Junior Responders
Aug. 1 - 5
Louisiana Lagniappe
July 25-28
Muddy Sneakers
June 27 - July 1
Power-Up
June 20 - 24
Safari
June 13 - 17
Splash-In
June 6 - 10

BREC Continued
STEAMulate Your Mind
July 11 - 15
Turn Up the Volume
July 18 - 22
Neighborhood Camp
June 6 - 10
June 13 - 17
June 20 - 24
June 27 - July 1
July 11 - 15
July 18 - 22
July 25 - 29
Aug. 1 - 5
Aspiring Artists Art Camp
June 6 - 10
June 13 - 17
June 20 - 24
June 27-July 1
July 4 - 8
July 11 - 15
July 18-22
*Zoo Camps listed online

Americana YMCA
YMCA Summer Camp
Ages 4 - 13
May 23 - May 27
May 31 - June 3 (no camp May 30)
June 6 - June 10
June 13 - June 17
June 20 -June 24
June 27 - July 1
July 5 - July 8 (no camp July 4)
July 11 - July 15
July 18 - July 22
July 25 - July 29
August 1 - August 5
Future Stars Tennis Camp
Ages 5 - 10
June 6 - 10
June 13-17
June 20 - 24
June 27 - July 1
July 11 - 15
July 18 - 22
July 25 - 29
August 1 - 5

High School/Middle School
Development Tennis Camp
Ages 11 - 18
June 6 - 10
June 13-17
June 20 - 24
June 27 - July 1
July 11 - 15
July 18 - 22
July 25 - 29
August 1 - 5
High Performance Tennis Camp
Ages 10 - 18
June 6 - 10
June 13-17
June 20 - 24
June 27 - July 1
July 11 - 15
July 18 - 22
July 25 - 29
August 1 - 5

SCAN ME!
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D

Let’s open up our eyes to Zachary.
Could we apply some of those
same ideas here in our own city?
We vacation for a week or two,
but we’re home the rest of the
time. City planning and design
affect us every day.

o you have a summer
vacation coming up?

Here’s how I find great spots!

This summer, pay attention to
the places you visit. What do
you like about them (or not)?
Are the streets comfortable for
walking? What kinds of businesses

I look for cities with historic
character and walkable
neighborhoods. Local restaurants
and outdoor recreation are a

our city. My husband Nick says,
“We’re the subject matter experts
because we live here.” We’re
forming a Local Conversations
group to engage our neighbors
on these questions. We have
ideas, but we don’t have all the
answers—join us!
This summer, find a Main Street
community for your pitstop.
Across America, these towns are
implementing a proven model

What we learn

on vacation
By Amanda Lanata

must. I often stop to explore
downtown, pausing to read
the historical markers. On the
way to our annual family beach
trip, it’s required that we stop
in picturesque Ocean Springs,
MS to stroll down tree-lined
Washington Avenue and get a bite
to eat.
What do you seek
in a vacation spot?
Data from Louisiana Travel shows
that our visitors want culinary/
dining experiences, shopping,
and historic sites. Whether it’s
Disney World, Europe, or Ocean
Springs—on vacation, we tend
to walk more, enjoy nature, shop
at local businesses, and mingle.
We have a higher expectation
because that place is a destination
for us. Why do we only expect
more on vacation? Why can’t we
have this experience in our towns?
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are there? Is it a destination or
somewhere to pass through?
When we get home, let’s roll
up our sleeves, and make our
community better. Let’s build
on the good things that are
already here. In Zachary, many
folks—expert consultants and
residents alike—recognize that
our strategy should be familyfriendly. To me, that looks like
more sidewalks (and bike paths!)
to connect neighborhoods,
parks, and schools. It means
more businesses that serve kids
and families. What does familyfriendly mean to you?
A good strategy looks at
everything: the built environment,
business mix, events and
promotions, and community
partnerships. We need strong
civic engagement, too. We should
all have a voice in designing

of economic development that
“celebrates community character
and generates impressive
economic returns,” as Main Street
America puts it.
And if it’s beachfront views that
you want for Zachary, I can’t help
you there!

Amanda R. Lanata is a Louisiana
native who moved to Zachary
with her husband a year and half
ago. She worked for nine years
at the Mississippi Department
of Archives and History before
moving home and starting a
family-owned small business.
Now she helps people save their
towns at Louisiana Main Street.
As a state coordinating program
of Main Street America, Louisiana
Main Street works with 36
communities to implement a timetested framework for downtown
revitalization.

At The
Camp
By John Sparks

I’ve tried to warn my fellow Texpats that they will have
to learn the lingo now that they live in Louisiana. Here’s
a new one: “If you need me, I’ll be at the camp!”

Texpat: A Texan who moves to
Louisiana and loves it.

Y

ou see, most Texans I know enjoy camping. They
will drive all day looking for that perfect place
to pitch a tent or park the camper for a night
or two. But here in Louisiana, “going to the
camp” is something quite different from “going
camping.”

Jim & Lauri Kitchen’s newly renovated
camp on False River

“A camp can be anything from
a tiny, primitive structure to
a fine, well-appointed house,
with all the luxuries of home.”
home, a mobile home, a travel trailer or even a
houseboat. They may be down the road or a couple of
hours away. When Louisianans say they are “going to
the camp” they don’t mean they’re headed to some
public campground along the Interstate. It’s much more
special than that.

I called a few folks back in Texas to check my
assumption that Texans have no idea what their
Louisiana neighbors mean by “going to the camp.” I was
right - not one of them had a clue what I meant.
I turned to my neighbor, who has been going to
the camp with his family since he was too young to
remember. He explained that a camp can be anything
from a tiny, primitive structure to a fine, well-appointed
house, with all the luxuries of home. “Most camps,” he
told me, “fall somewhere in between.”
Most camps have one thing in common- they are
tucked away somewhere secluded. It is especially cool
if they are located near a pond, river or creek, but
they don’t have to check that box to qualify. The only
requirement for a camp is it has to be surrounded by
the natural beauty found in south Louisiana. Camps are
used for hunting or fishing, but the lure of being close
to Mother Nature is the main draw.
In our part of the state, some camps are located just
across the state line in Mississippi. No matter the
location, a camp is that perfect spot to get away.
Louisiana camps can take the form of a traditional
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Giving Back
Must Luv DOGS
Jace

D

By Caroline Ramagos

og has been man’s best friend for about 15,000
years. Cindy Shotwell, owner and founder of
Must Luv Dogs Rescue in Zachary, proves that
friendship goes both ways. In 2012, Shotwell
created a Facebook page to reunite lost pets
with their owners. Soon her intention shifted
from reuniting lost pets with their rightful owners to
helping unclaimed dogs find safe, loving homes.

knew how—by scooping up the abandoned canines,
fostering and nourishing the dogs back to health, and
doing their best to find each pup a loving home.

Shotwell noticed abandoned dogs near wooded areas
along roadways in her community and began rescuing
them. She and a friend started the most logical way they

While there were many great shelters in the Baton
Rouge area, including Friends of the Animals, Companion Animal Alliance, and the Capitol Area Animal Welfare
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As the number of rescued dogs grew, so did her concern about the number of shelters in the Zachary area.
At the time, the West Feliciana Animal Humane Society
in St. Francisville was the nearest shelter to Zachary.

Society, they were too far and too crowded for the
number of rescues Shotwell was fostering.
Using her experience in animal rescue and business
operations, she formed Must Luv Dogs, Zachary’s
only non-profit organization focused solely on serving
abandoned and surrendered dogs. The 6-year process
wasn’t an easy one. After negotiating discounts for
veterinary services, joining dog food banks, creating
social media pages, marketing, fundraising, and gathering a foster support network, Must Luv Dogs became
an official non-profit rescue organization in 2018. That
year alone, the group rescued around 80 dogs and

Rosie

Jack Sparrow

was Forest—a 2 ½-year-old, mixed-breed dog who has
been waiting the longest to find his forever home. Shotwell rescued Forest when he weighed only 35 lbs. After
a year of care, vet visits, and bottle-feeding, he’s now a
whopping 70 lbs. The once scared, malnourished dog
is now a fun-loving, energetic pup who insists on belly
rubs, cuddles and a game of fetch.
Many of the dogs rescued share a story similar to Forest, but each sweet, adoptable dog from Must Luv Dogs
Rescue shows that while a dog is man’s best friend, all
it takes is one person to prove that a man can be dog’s
best friend, too.

Forest

Cinderella

spent more than $25,000 on vet bills. The non-profit
continues to grow. In 2021, the rescue took in 122 dogs
and spent nearly $45,000 on their medical expenses.
Overall, the organization has rescued over 400 dogs.
When asked about the possibility of acquiring a physical location for the rescue, Shotwell mentioned how
important it was to her that all the donations from local
citizens and small businesses go straight to the animals’
care and veterinary needs. “I don’t want that money to
go towards paying electricity bills,” says Shotwell. She
also mentions that not having a physical location encourages more people to foster, which helps the dogs
feel safer and gives them more opportunities to adapt
to different surroundings.
“It’s really all because of the fosters,” Shotwell says. “We
couldn’t work without them.”
I experienced the Must Luv Dogs Rescue in action at
their adoption event held April 2 at the Zachary Farmers Market. Tails wagged, tongues licked, and smiles
formed when kids and adults came to meet the audacious pups. Excitement erupted when the canines were
able to walk around and smell the roses.
One of the most energetic and playful ‘good boys’ there
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Crawfish
EtouffeE
by The Mike Anderson
Servings: 4-5 unless ya real hungry!
Ingredients:
1/4 cup butter
2 cups unsalted chicken
1/4 cup flour
broth
1 large onion
OR seafood stock
1 large bell pepper
1 cup crawfish tails
4 cloves garlic
Tony’s, salt & pepper to
1/4 cup celery, chopped
taste
1 lil bundle green onions
What To Do:
Start out with a rich butter. Kerrygold is my go to.
Once melted, add flour to make a blonde roux. All this
love should take place in a cast iron pot. Once the roux
is the right color, add all veggies except green onions.
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“I never cook by a
recipe. I just grab a pot
that will feed however
many people I’m feeding
then cook till it’s full.”
Sauté the veggies down for about 10 min, then cut
that with seafood stock or unsalted chicken broth. Stir
that in bring to a boil then reduce to a simmer. Add
salt and pepper to taste and a lil Tony’s to make it pop.
After about 20 minutes, add that tail meat! It’s important that your tails have a real rich yellow/orange
fat and I know where to find that! Don’t drain the bag
before adding tails and be sure get all that stock.
Continue simmering for 15 minutes then sling them
green onions in on the tail end. Don’t over cook cause
them tails will disappear on ya!
You can serve over rice but ya only live once so have
that fresh fried fillet of redfish or trout ready to top
and if ya ain’t got no friends that bring ya fish or if you
ain’t no good at fishing, a lil fried catfish from the store
will work just fine! Best enjoyed with friends & family.

the way to

Walkability
By Mike Gennaro, CCIM

Making a left turn off
of any major road in
Zachary is a gamble. How
much harder is it to be
a pedestrian? Zachary’s
walkability score on the
National Walkability
Index is a six out of a
possible total of 20.
Community contributor Nick Lanata created a Tableau
Dashboard with additional walkability insights. The link
is available in this article on porchandparish.com.
Want a more walkable city?
Look to the success of mixed-use retail + residential
developments as a viable way to build walkability
within the private sector. Local government can create
economic overlay districts that help developers create
walking trails and other amenities using the sales taxes
their retailers collect.
Pedestrian foot traffic drives retail sales. Retail
sales fund local government. Americana Traditional
Neighborhood Development (TND) paved the way
with retail amenities and a 30A vibe and is finally
almost leased to capacity at $25.00 annual per square
foot prices—that’s high-dollar for Zachary. It’s not
uncommon for residents to walk to Lit Pizza or Agave
Blue and join up with friends on the way. The latest
tenant, Baton Rouge General, saw the vision and caters
to drive-up and walk-in clientele.

Walkability Index: State of LA Tableau dashboard by
Nick Lanata. This map shows the walkability score of
Zachary and surrounding areas. Areas near Zachary
with high walkability scores include Downtown Baton
Rouge and New Roads.
A link to the entire dashboard is available in the digital
version of this article at porchandparish.com
The corner tract of Zimmerman at Hwy 64 is zoned as a
PUD, though it sits just outside of Zachary’s city limits.
Carlos Alvarez is building Cheval Trails behind a nearly
six acre commercial tract with frontage.
When local developer, John Stagg, brought CC’s and
other retail amenities to the front of Copper Mill and
connected it to the walking path, cars began to wrap
around the building along with pedestrian patrons, all
craving an E22 shaken espresso.
PUDs offer opportunities for local government to work
alongside private developers, increasing walkability
within neighborhoods and connectivity between
amenities. Next time you see a PUD come before
council, leave the pitchforks and torches at home.
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What is the DEMCO Scholarship
Program?
One-year scholarships of $1,250 for
each of two consecutive semesters
awarded to member-students in a
random drawing at the DEMCO annual
membership meeting each May.

For eligibility requirements and
to enter, visit DEMCO.org.

DEADLINE is May 9, 2022

/DEMCOLouisiana

New Residential Phase coming this Summer!
NEW HOMES
FROM THE
LOTS FROM THE $80s

$370s

Pricing & availability subject to change.

YMCA • PLAYGROUND • WALKING TRAIL
DOG PARK • FISHING POND • DINING

LifeAtAmericana.com | 225.772.6351
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ZACHARY

Made
By Mike Gennaro

Has the blockchain craze left you
in its vapor trail asking, “Why do I
even need to know about this?”
According to a 2021 study
by Crypto Literacy, 96% of
Americans fail to grasp the basic
concepts of crypto. Zachary
native Mya Parker is on a mission
to bring that percentage down.
She’s a 15-year-old Zachary High
student leading conversations
around cryptocurrency and
NFT investment strategies on
global platforms. She’s used her
knowledge and influence in this
sphere to make thousands in
NFT sales, too. She sat down to
share a few pointers in the hopes
of making Zachary more cryptoliterate.
To start, let’s define some key
terms.
Non-fungible means unable to
be replicated. A digital token
is created using blockchain
technology. Therefore, an NFT
- or non-fungible token - is an
asset on a blockchain with unique
identification code, or metadata,
that distinguishes it from another.
Transactions of NFTs are recorded
in a blockchain, like Ethereum or
Bitcoin, to certify authenticity and
ownership.
Art and music are experiencing
a renaissance, thanks to NFTs.
Zachary’s own Mya Parker has
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Infectious Creature by Mya Parker
become an expert on how to
invest in, create and sell this new
type of art.
She is a former track and soccer
star with a proclivity toward
math, repeating patterns and art.
When a torn ACL forced her out
of sports, she began tuning in to
Twitter Spaces - live-streamed
conversations from people
worldwide.

“I think there was a reason I
got injured. It was meant to be
because usually, I’m out until 8
o’clock doing sports, but now
I spend all of my time on NFTs,
being on Twitter Spaces and
learning a lot,” she says.
Young Investor gifted Mya her
first NFT when she was tuning
in to his YouTube videos and
Twitter Spaces about stock
market investing. The new type of
investment - and art - piqued her

“We’re
spending more
of our time
digitally, so
people want to
flex there more
right now.”

world.
“I know kids love gaming and stuff,
so all these digital items they want
to spend their parents’ money on,
games, Roblox, skins, all that—
those are digital items,” Mya
explains. “Digital assets are a big
flex. People buy certain things like
Jordans or Nikes to communicate.
We’re spending more of our time
digitally, so people want to flex
there more right now.”

that allows verified NFT owners to
use their artwork as profile pics,
which are framed in hexagons and
shown whenever they interact on
the app.
Celebrity Snoop Dogg has a
Bored Ape NFT profile pic valued
at around $300,000. Collectors
also showcase NFTs in their
wallets, which are on display for
the world to see. And yet another
option is to buy a parcel of land

interest.
“It was a Slacker Duck Pond, a
really cool NFT—I think it was a
scam, though, so I’m not going to
recommend that one,” she says.
She moderated chats for a while
before being encouraged to
create her own NFTs by Young
Investor. She posted her Genesis
Collection, a common term for
NFT artists’ first set of NFTs,
for sale on OpenSea.io, where
she currently displays all of her
artwork. She explains that all of
her art is inspired by experiences
and often takes the shape of fun
critters. Mya’s Infectious Critter is
our personal favorite at P&P.
“This art piece is a reminder to
always discharge love over hate.
The balloon of love is released
by the critter and put in the air.
The individual hearts around the
infectious Critter fly and infect
other critters around it and create
more critters with the Infectious
Critters mindset,” describes Mya.
If you are thinking NFT art looks
a little, um—different, you may
be missing the point. While
Beeple—Everdays, CryptoPunk
#, and Bored Ape Yacht Club may
not elicit images of Michelangelo
using Adobe Illustrator, Mya
thinks the NFT movement is a
way to communicate in the digital

Mya Parker (right) and her mother Candace Temple showcase two of
Mya’s framed art pieces she has available as NFTs.
People show wealth through
fancy vehicles, brand-name
watches, and vacation homes in
the physical world. In the digital
world, NFTs are the new standard
of wealth.
Where can you flex an NFT?
One way to showcase an NFT is
to use it as a verified profile pic.
Twitter rolled out a new feature

in Decentraland and display your
collection there.
How much has Mya sold?
Just one of her collections reports
a sold activity of .81 Ether. The
total estimated Ether volume of
her Genesis Collection is near 40
Ether volume. Ethereum currently
trades at $3,053 at the time of
this writing.
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How does Mya find buyers?
She leverages Twitter Spaces to
share her artwork with a wealthy
buyer pool of people already
familiar with her because of
her consistent appearances in
chats about NFTs, investing and
entrepreneurship. “Most of my
buyers heard me in the Twitter
Spaces first, and that’s been like
supply and demand. I create the
supply from my experiences, and
then demand comes from them
hearing me and a percentage of
them really liking my art pieces
and wanting to support me,” she
explains.
When asked whether she
sells her pieces as fractional
investments, she says no. Some
NFT artwork is for sale in parts,
much like owning a share of a
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company. Mya decided her pieces
would each have one owner.
However, each time her art sells
on the secondary market, she
earns a royalty from the sale, in
perpetuity.
“I think Web3 NFTs have mastered
credibility. I think that’s massive,
and cool things are going to be
built upon that—things better
than just art pieces to sell, buy
and trade. They’re going to
be other things. Houses have
been bought and sold with NFTs
already,” she says with zeal.
She’s right. We have entered the
dawn of the tokenization of real
estate, which will bring many
efficiencies to the marketplace.
That, we will save for another day.
On the way out, I ask Mya how she
feels about all the attention. She

says she’s using the attention for
good, so she’s cool with it. And
she reminds us that an artist is
anyone who deploys creativity.
The future of NFTs will involve
more people, with a myriad
of creative talents, like chefs,
designers, and athletes.

You are not alone if all this has
your gears turning or picking
your jaw up off the floor. Submit
your questions to Mya by
emailing bre@porchandparish.
com, and we’ll have our newest
tech correspondent, Mya Parker
answer them on our website or
episodes of Porch & Parish The
Podcast, available wherever you
listen to podcasts.

ELECT

LAURA

O'BRIEN
MAYOR
CITY OF ZACHARY

I am passionate about our city, serving its people, and look forward to our
future with smart and healthy growth. I will always consider how decisions
made will affect the citizens and their investments.

ELECTION DAY | NOVEMBER 8TH
PAID FOR BY THE LAURA O'BRIEN CAMPAIGN
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Reviewed
By John Sparks
Love Offering,the latest album by South Louisiana-based
band Daytrip, offers something new while reaching back
to when songs still told meaningful stories. Vocals by Nancy
Roppolo paired with intriguing storylines, melodies, and
arrangements take the album to the next level.
Listeners are taken on a trip back to childhood in the
catchy “One Mississippi,” the story of one Mom’s creative
way of calming down the kids during bad weather.
Every time lightning flashed, she turned it into a game;
counting the seconds between the lightning and the thunder. “Imagine the power I thought she had, like she was
giving Mother Nature what for - she’d go One Mississippi,
Two Mississippi, Three Mississippi, Four.”
The title track, Love Offering, tells a light-hearted tale of
the ladies in a traditional, conservative Sunday School class
who find themselves on an unexpected quest to “score”
some medical marijuana for an ill relative.
Each song leaves the listener looking forward to the next,
with no idea where the adventure will lead. That’s part of
the serendipitous appeal of the album.
The musical adventure also features a story of a fugitive
running for his life back to the Georgia hills. The arrangement features a killer harmonica riff by guest artist Joe
Roppolo. There’s also the haunting story of a person who
stands up to cancer while floating Big Muddy its full length
to the Gulf of Mexico.
Several other songs complete this entertaining collection
of songs, but none is more fun than Gator, a rollicking trip
across the river to New Roads that reveals “for the good
time that they showed us, we should have paid them.”
Daytrip shows Nancy’s range as a singer-songwriter and
the ability of the band to put together a quality production.
Love Offering is available on CD as well as Spotify and other
streaming platforms.
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is your family travel ready?
3 tips to make
trip planning Easier
Ad Content by Zachary Travel & Cruise Center
Families are ready to travel again and this summer you
have plenty of options to give your crew some fun in the
sun and memories they’ll be talking about for years to
come. Here are a few tips to keep the memories good
and the stress of planning to a minimum.
1. Stick to Family-Friendly Destinations
When you’re dealing with a range of ages from preschoolers to teenagers, choose from tried-and-true
family-friendly destinations. There are several big cities
within a day’s drive of Zachary and there’s a reason
they’re so popular, because they have a wonderful
range of things to see and do for all ages. Look for cities
with children’s museums, amusement parks, and national parks with hiking trails and water activities.
Cities to consider: Nashville, Pigeon Forge, Gatlinburg,
San Antonio, Little Rock, and Branson.

2. Choose a Kid-Friendly Hotel
You may think the hotel is just a place where you’re
going to sleep but it’s just as important as the activities you choose. When choosing a hotel, look for these
features:
• Swimming pools to burn energy before bedtime.
• A location close to attractions your family will enjoy.
• A nearby grocery store - you never know when you
may need something you forgot at home.
• A room with a view - it will give your kids something
to look at when Mom and Dad are trying to take a nap.
After all, it’s your vacation, too, right?
3. Make a List
Writing out what you’re going to pack, what you’re
going to do each day and when you’re going to do it
before you go will ensure a smoother trip and that less
things will go wrong.
Don’t pack too many clothes - instead, go with a few
mix-and-match outfits for each person if you can, and
plan on doing laundry at least once while you’re gone.
If you have younger children, plan out one or two activities a day so everyone can enjoy the trip, and no one is
exhausted (or exasperated) by the end of it.
Buy what you need when you get there. Waiting to get
things like snacks, diapers, or other hygiene items until
you arrive (and getting only what you need) will cut
down on what you bring in the car with you and what
you bring back.
Need help planning your next trip? Give us a call or
send us an email. When you use a full-service travel
agency like ours, you know you’re working with travel
professionals who….
–Plan travel every day, so we have the experience and
knowledge
–Have long-time relationships with a variety of travel
suppliers which sometimes means savings you can’t
find online
–Get to know you and your family’s travel needs - and
if there’s a problem with your trip, you have an actual
person to call who knows you and will work to help
solve it.
Sara Horn is a travel specialist for Zachary Travel which
has helped families in Zachary, Baton Rouge and the
surrounding areas plan vacations and travel for almost
40 years. Contact us at 225.654.9210 or visit us at
zacharytravel.com.
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Bennett’s Ski School instructor and 15-time
World Champion Hanna Straltsova.

Champions
of the water
By Breanna Smith

The crystal blue waters, shiny
MasterCraft boats and cozy
cabins make it feel like summer all
the time at Bennett’s Ski School.
For more than 40 years, the renowned ski and wake school has
put Zachary on the map - training
the world’s top talent, sharing the
joy of watersports with hundreds
of campers each summer and
hosting televised national championships, all right here on Barnett
Road.
The seasonal school is open from
February through November, with
collegiate teams typically taking
advantage of the camps offered
early in the year. When summer
rolls around and school is out,
the cabins, sprawling acreage
and crystal blue lake bustle with
wakeboarders and waterskiers. Everyone is welcome, from
wannabes and beginners to world
champions.
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Owners Jay and Anne Bennett are
lifelong, and well-credentialed,
water sport enthusiasts. The two
hold 42 national titles between
them. Anne continues to compete - and win - while Jay focuses
on coaching. In 2020 alone, Anne
was named the National Women
6 Trick Champion, earned second
place in Jump and Overall and
fourth place in Slalom. Recently,
Jay was named the 2020 USA
Waterski Volunteer of the Year. He
was also inducted into the National Collegiate Water Ski Association Hall of Fame as a member of
the inaugural class in 2018.

still using homemade trick skis,”
Jay said, standing in the Pro Shop
on-site at Bennett’s, which boasts
of every product a wakeboarder
or water skier could need.

In the Beginning

“There were 11 ponds back here
and the front was a lake also,” Jay
recalled.

Jay began waterskiing and wakeboarding at six years old at the local waterski club near his parents’
camp on False River. “I had homemade everything, even when I was
competing at a high level I was

His passion for the sport quickly
became a mission to help young
water skiers and wakeboarders
develop their talents.
Jay and Anne Bennett began their
ski and wake school on False River
in the 1970s. While searching for
a place with a private lake, they
stumbled onto an abandoned
crawfish farm in Zachary.

With a lot of hard work, a little
luck and one hell of a vision, they
broke ground on Bennett’s Water
Ski School in 1979. The family

worked tirelessly, building every
aspect of the world-class facility
themselves. Bennett’s opened to
the public in 1980.
Soon after opening, Bennett’s
began hosting the National Water
Ski Championships, broadcasting
their slice of Zachary, Louisiana to
televisions across the world.
Sharing the Sport
Each year, hundreds of eager
campers arrive at Bennett’s Ski
School for the week-long water
sport experience. Whether they
are brand new to the sport or
seasoned skiers, campers leave
with new skills and cherished
memories.
“The summer camp program
has become very successful,” Jay
said. “Many of our students come
back year after year to enjoy their
sport.”

“Many of our
students come
back year after
year to enjoy
their sport.”
It’s not all watersports and
training, though. Campers enjoy
the game room, swimming pool,
basketball courts, fishing, movie
nights and even field trips to Marble Slab Creamery. They can also
observe the instructors training
for their respective water sports
for a boost of inspiration.
Before the campers head home,
they show off their new skills on
the water.
“Families come out on Friday and
they get to ride in the boats and

Hanna Straltsova catches a wake.
see what their kids have learned
and most of them are in awe.”
Campers learn from several instructors, including Jay, Anne and
15-time World Champion Hanna
Straltsova.
Hanna, a Belarus native, attended the University of Louisiana at
Monroe to obtain a Masters degree and ski for the ULM Waterski
team. There, she set the National
College Jump Record at 159 feet
and added several accolades to
her impressive resume. In 2017
and 2018 she won Jump, Slalom
and Overall at the US National
Collegiate Championships and
was named National Collegiate
Female Athlete of the Year in 2017.
With 31 European titles, four pro
wins, two world records and the
title of Cable Skier of the Year
three years in a row, she offers
unique insights and instruction
on the sport backed by a powerful
passion.
2021 was the most eventful and
successful year in her career. She
was named Masters Champion,
King of Darkness Champion,
Stillwaters Pro Team Challenge
Jump Champion, European Jump
Champion, US Open Night Jump
Champion, and earned second
place in both the Malibu Open and
Worlds Overall and Jump competitions.
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Owner Jay Bennett
You don’t have to sign up for
summer camp to experience the
world of water sports. This year,
Tri-Lakes and Bennett’s Water Ski
and Wakeboard School are bringing back the LA Night Jam for the
first time since 2013. Louisiana’s
only water sports festival and
professional extreme water sports
competition and show will take
place Saturday, June 18 beginning
at 5 p.m. Tickets are $25 per car.
Limited VIP tickets are available
for $100.
The festival will feature several
competitions, including Extreme
Distance Water Ski Jumping,
Freestyle Ski Jumping, Slalom
Skiing, Extreme Barefooting, Trick
Skiing and much more.
Visit lanightjam.com for more info
& to purchase tickets.
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